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Report on IO1/A2 Focus Group with Teachers-Students-Parents 

 

Hosted on: 14/06/2021 at 13.00 CET 

Where: online through Meet 

Facilitated by: Politeknika Ikastegia Txorierri, S. Coop.  

 

I. Organizational issues and focus group participants 

The focus group was made up by teachers from other schools in our network. We 

collaborate in a regular basis to foster innovation and internationalisation in our centres 

and we meet regularly (face to face in the past and online since the pandemic) in order 

to share best practices. There was an online meeting already scheduled for today at 13.00 

so I talked to the coordinator of the team and she agreed it would be more effective to 

introduce the project and ask for the teachers' input during the meeting itself as her 

intervention would be very brief.   

 

II. Agenda 

The agenda of the focus group followed the guidelines agreed by the Di2Learn consortium 

include but not limited to: 

1. Welcoming note by the event moderator 

2. Asking participants for consent to record the discussion 

3. Presentation of the Di2Learn project 

4. Discussion based on proposed questions and Focus group guidelines 

5. Closing session, wrap-up and summary 

Final words and a “thank you” note by the Partner Organization. 
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III. Minutes 

1. The coordinator of the meeting introduced the agenda of the meeting and the 

focus group to which the participants had been invited. Anabel thanked the 

coordinator and the participants for attending the Di2Learn focus group and 

introduced her role as moderator of the group.  

2. The participants were asked for consent to record focus group discussion. They 

gave it but there was a problem with the computer of the person recording the 

meeting and only the beginning of the presentation was recorded. 

3. As all the participants already knew each other, the moderator directly asked for 

the teachers’ help and input and presented the project. The presentation 

included short information about the project consortium, project objectives, 

intellectual outputs and timeline. 

4. After the project overview moderator suggested moving to the discussion based 
on the 9 questions agreed on by the project partnership. 

5. There was an active participation and most of the attendants shared their points 
of views and experiences.  

6. The moderator ended the meeting summarising the main points and thanking 
the participants for their valuable contribution to the topic of the project.  
 

IV. Discussion outcomes 

PRE-COVID: 

Question 1: How teaching and learning was conducted in your organization before 

Covid? 

The teaching and learning was done face to face before Covid-19. It was on line during 

the lock down from the end of March to the end of the school year in June 2020. Since 

September 2020 and by decision of the Spanish Ministry of Education, primary, secondary 

and VET education in Spain has taken place face to face. It has worked out well thanks 

to a very strict protocol with different rules: 

 Fewer students per class 
 Fewer teachers per group 
 “Bubble” student groups so that if a student developed Covid, it was easy to isolate 

his/her school mates. 
 Strict hygienic measures 

 Compulsory use of face masks everywhere all the time 
 …… 
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Question 2: Was distance learning used at all (if not – why, if yes – how and to which 

extent)? 

Some groups of students in some schools were used to using teams to present the results 

of their projects to other students in the same classroom or school. That was the only 

experience there was.  

 

Question 3: Did you expect such situation as Covid at all - were there any procedures? 

The pandemic was completely unexpected. There was nothing prepared.  Teachers spent 

their 2 week Easter break at the beginning of April 2020 preparing material for the online 

lessons. 

 

COVID 

Question 4: How (if) was your school prepared to rapidly transform education online? 

The schools were not prepared. The students and their families were well attended during 

the lock down that took place at the end of March, in April, May and part of June 2020 

thanks to the professionalism of the teachers and the extra effort they made to adapt 

their teaching.   

Questions 5&6: What were the biggest challenges to switch to online learning (skills, 

hardware, software, lack of suport from authorities, other)? How you address these 

challenges (please provide some good practices)?  

 To prepare material (videos, ppts, etc) that would engage the students. 

Most teachers spent their Easter holidays preparing and updating their 

teaching material to an online format. 

 To coordinate with the other teachers in the school in order to agree in 

some common rules for online teaching and testing. Online meetings among 

teachers took place at least weekly. 

 Not every student had a computer or laptop they could use. Some 

households had only 1 computer for 2 or 3 brothers and sisters; other 
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students didn’t have free data free internet. Some schools/teachers phoned 

their students and/or provided recorded sessions to them. 

 As a teacher, you sometimes doubted whether the work/activity had been 

done by the student him/herself. Teachers tried to have regular individual 

sessions with their students but that wasn’t always possible in every subject 

as it is very time consuming. 

 Some students didn’t keep the work ethic at home. Some schools designed 

behavioural norms/rules that had to be met by the students at home 

 

POST-COVID 

Question 7: Lessons learned from COVID-TIME (please share) 

 Teachers produced too much material and sometimes the class rhythm 

was too fast for the students to follow. 

 Teachers and students were overloaded and spent too many hours in 

front of the computer. 

 Teachers said that if it happened again, they would adapt the pace of 

their activities. They realised „less is more”, that it was better to go 

through fewer topics, to adjust the lesson pace to the new learning 

environment  

Question 8: Are you going to continue distance learning POST-COVID (if not – why, if 

yes how and to which extent)? No, we believe that face to face learning provides a richer 

learning environment for young people. During face to face lessons students develop 

their social and entrepreneurial competences. Online learning will be used for students 

who have to stay home because of the quarantine or a mild illness so that they can follow 

lessons in streaming 
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V. Pictures or screenshots from online meeting 
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Annex 1. List of registered participants Di2Learn focus group 

First and last name City Cou

ntry 

Position Organization Email address 

1. Borja Ordax Deusto Spain Teacher Salesianos Deusto bordax@salesianosdeusto.co

m 

2. Metxu Soto Urola Spain Teacher-

Coordinat

or of 

Covid in 

her school 

UGLE msoto@ugleskola.org 

3. María Pardo Bilbao Spain Teacher Jesuitak Indautxu pando.maria@indautxujesuit

ak.org 

4. Mikel Azkarate Goierri Spain Teacher-

member 

of the 

Steering 

Board in 

his school 

Goierri Eskola MAzkarate@goierrieskola.eus 

mailto:bordax@salesianosdeusto.com
mailto:bordax@salesianosdeusto.com
mailto:pando.maria@indautxujesuitak.org
mailto:pando.maria@indautxujesuitak.org
mailto:MAzkarate@goierrieskola.eus
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5. Imanol Andrés Urnieta Spain Teacher Salesianos Urnieta imanolandres@salesianosurni

eta.com 

6. Nere Sierra Somorrost

ro 

Spain Head of 

internatio

nalisation 

Somorrostro europe@somorrostro.com 

7. Julene Besga Bilbao Spain Teacher Zabalburu julene.besga@zabalburu.org    

8. Rubén Landa Vitoria Spain Teacher Egibide rlanda@egibide.org 

9. Izaskun Arratibel Vitoria Spain Teacher Egibide iarratibel@egibide.org 

10. Ana Belén Díaz Bilbao Spain Teacher Otxarkoaga abdiaz@otxarkoaga.org 

11. Manex Arrieta Mondragón Spain Teacher MGEP marrietai@mondragon.edu 

12. Tamara Rodríguez Durango Spain Internatio

nal 

Coordinat

or 

HETEL international@hetel.org  

13. Antonio Pinillos Sopeña Spain Teacher Sopeña antonio@sopenabilbao.org 

mailto:imanolandres@salesianosurnieta.com
mailto:imanolandres@salesianosurnieta.com
mailto:julene.besga@zabalburu.org
mailto:rlanda@egibide.org
mailto:abdiaz@otxarkoaga.org
mailto:marrietai@mondragon.edu
mailto:international@hetel.org
mailto:antonio@sopenabilbao.org

